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In this paper we show that the totient numbers of T. Bier [Bull. London Math. 
Sot. 17 (1985), 527-5301 generalize the numerical invariants of linite nets given by 
R. H. Bruck [Canad. J. Mad 3 (1951), 94-1071. We also give examples of 
existence and nonexistence of regular sets in strongly regular graphs. 0 1988 
Academx Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In 1782 Euler introduced the notion of a Latin square and of a trans- 
versal to a Latin square. The following is an example of a (cyclic) Latin 
square with a transversal; of order 5 
0. 1 2 3 4 
4 0 1. 2 3 
3 4 0 1 2. 
2 3.4 0 1 
1 2 3 4. 0 
Using an ingenious argument, Euler proved in [13, p. 301 ff.] that a 
cyclic Latin square of even order does not contain a transversal. 
In 1951 Bruck gave a generalization of the argument of Euler in the 
general context of finite nets. In his important paper [S] Bruck introduced 
certain numerical invariants 4(N) for any net % and used it to derive 
several generalizations of Euler’s result. Although Bruck’s paper is quoted 
occasionally, see e.g., [ 12, Section 9.21 no serious attempts seem to have 
been made to put Bruck’s ideas into the more general context of Bose’s 
language of partial geometries, strongly regular graphs, and association 
schemes (see [7]). 
There are several stages at which this project of generalization could be 
undertaken. At a first stage it is quite straightforward to extend the concept 
to partial geometries. This has been done in Section 4. At a second stage 
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we may extend the work of Bruck to all strongly regular graphs which are 
subjected to the technical condition that their eigenvalues are rational 
numbers. In a third stage we may extend it to all association schemes 
satisfying the same condition. We accomplish all three stages of 
generalization in this paper. 
However, generalization must never be done for itself, but only if it offers 
new insight and new applications to the old problem as well. Our main 
applications are towards regular sets, a notion proposed more recently by 
Delsarte in [ll]. We obtain both existence and nonexistence theorems for 
such regular sets, mainly concentrating on Latin square graphs, since even 
in this “classical” case our methods seem to produce new results. 
We have tried to keep this paper as elementary and as down to earth as 
possible. In particular we have carefully avoided anything relating to lat- 
tices and their quotients in Section 1, and have avoided more sophisticated 
and general versions of PBIB-designs relating to regular sets and partial 
geometries. The first-named author hopes to come to these things in 
another paper. However, we do stress our geometric approach (see Sec- 
tion 1). 
We now give a description of the contents of this paper. In Section 1 we 
give the notion of a number represented integrally on a (rational) euclidean 
subspace. We then define the totient number of such a subspace, discuss 
their elementary properties, and then point out a duality feature that will 
be used throughout the whole paper. Finally we study the behaviour of 
totient numbers with respect to tensor products. In Section 2 we first recall 
the definitions needed for our generalizations, and then we go on to define 
the totient numbers of these structures. It turns out that modulo the duality 
of Section 1 there is only one way of defining totient numbers for strongly 
regular graphs, but that for association schemes with more than two classes 
there are several ways depending on which types of T-designs in the sense 
of [ 1 l] we are interested in. In this section we also define nets, Latin 
square graphs, and Latin squares of q-step type. We discuss the totient 
numbers of the triangular graphs and determine them completely. In Sec- 
tion 3 we discuss regular sets in strongly regular graphs, and relate them to 
the eigenvalues (cf. [ 151) and to the totient numbers of strongly regular 
graphs. Our main result for the applications is Theorem (3.12). The duality 
here appears in the form of positive and negative regular sets. We discuss 
existence and nonexistence of regular sets in the triangular graphs. In Sec- 
tion 4 we discuss Bruck’s numerical invariants in the context of partial 
geometries. Our main result in this section relates these numerical 
invariants to the totient numbers via (4.8). The original case was that of 
the net graphs of [S] mentioned in Example (4.9). In Section 5 we give a 
simple version of a theorem on products. For the general case of products 
we refer to [S, Section 33, which we may apply by (4.8). In Section 6 we 
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give our applications to the construction and nonexistence of regular sets. 
In particular the nonexistence results should be seen as a sample of the 
method, since for other strongly regular graphs the same methods yield 
results of the same kind. 
The first idea for this paper originally dates back to certain con- 
siderations of the first-named author relating to Bruck’s paper [S] in 1980. 
This was taken up in the B.Sc. honours project of the second-named 
author in 1985, and the material in Sections 1, 2, 3, and 6 is taken partly 
from [lo]. We also refer to [3, 51, in particular for the proof of (1.12), and 
for other examples of totient numbers. 
We use script letters for strongly regular graphs, and German letters for 
partial geometries and nets. 
1. NUMBERS REPRESENTED ON EUCLIDEAN SUBSPACES, TOTIENT NUMBERS 
1.1 NOTATION. Let Rd be d-dimensional euclidean space, and let 
U= (1, 1, . . . . 1)~ IP be the all-one vector in Rd. Let E,= IR .U be the 
l-dimensional space spanned by u in Rd. By E, E,, E2 we shall denote sub- 
spaces of Rd which are orthogonal to the vector u and to the space E,. 
We shall assume throughout that the euclidean structure of IIP is given in 
the standard way, i.e., for u = (v,, . . . . ud) and w  = (w,, . . . . wd) we have 
(v,w)=ll,.wl+ ... +Ud.wd. 
1.2 DEFINITION. A subspace E c KY’ is called rational if LinSpan 
(EnHd)=E. 
We shall assume throughout this paper that all subspaces of Rd are 
rational. For the applications to be given later this is not a very severe 
restriction, although it does exclude some examples. 
1.3 DEFINITION. Let m E Z be any integer. We shall say that for a given 
subspace E c Rd as above m is integrally represented on E if there exists a 
vector UE (E,+ E)n Rd with u= (vi, u2, . . . . ud) such that for the com- 
ponents v,, v2, . . . . vde Z we have 
or equivalently if (v, u) = m. 
1.4 EXAMPLES. (a) The integer dE Z is integrally represented on every 
subspace E c Rd, since we may simply take u = u E E, + E with (u, u) = d. 
(b) Let E = {u E lRd 1 (u, u ) = 0} be the orthogonal complement of E, 
in Rd. Then we have E, + E = lRd, and the vector (m, 0, . . . . 0) E E, + E shows 
that every integer m E H is represented on E. 
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(c) Trivially 0 E Z is represented on every subspace E c Rd, via the 
O-vector. 
1.5 PROPOSITION. The set of all integers integrally represented on a given 
subspace E of Rd is a submodule of Z. 
Proof Let m, , m, be integers represented on E, i.e., there exist vectors 
VI, v2~(E,,+E)nEd with (vi, u) = mi for i= 1,2. Then vi + v2 E 
(E,+E)nEd has (v,+v2,u)=m,+m,. Similarly for aEZ, (av,,u)= 
a. (v,, u) =am,. 
1.6 PROPOSITION. Zf two integers m,, m2 are integrally represented on a 
given subspace E c W“, then so is their greatest common divisor 
g = g.c.d. (m, , m2). 
Proof. If m,, m, are integrally represented on E, then there exist 
integral vectors vi E E, + E, v2 E E,, + E such that (v, , u) = m, and 
( v2, u ) = m2. By an elementary property of the greatest common divisor, 
there exist integers a,, a2 E Z such that g=a,m, + a2m2. Then we have 
a,v,+a2v2E(E0+E)nZd and we have (a,v,+a,v,,u)=a,(v,,u)+ 
a,(ti,,u> =a,m,+a,m,=g. Thus g=g.c.d.(m,,m,) is integrally 
represented on E. 1 
Now we define the central notion of this paper. 
1.7 DEFINITION. Let E be a rational subspace of Rd as above. The 
totient of E is defined to be the smallest positive integer that can be 
integrally represented on E. The totient of E is denoted by 4(E). In 
formulas we have 
Alternatively we may describe 4(E) as the unique positive generator of 
the Z-submodule of Z mentioned in (1.5). This can be stated again as 
follows : 
1.8 PROPOSITION. Let the positive integer m be integrally represented on 
a given rational subspace E c Rd. Then q5( E) divides m. 
ProoJ: Let m = a =4(E) + b, where a, b E Z and 0 <b c 4(E). Let 
v = (II,) . ..) v,)and w=(w1,..., wd) be integral vectors representing Q(E) and 
m, respectively, i.e., (v, u) = d(E), ( w,u)=m. Then b= -a.d(E)+m= 
-a(v,u)+(w,u)=(-av+w,u). Since -av+w is an integral vector 
representing b, and b < d(E) it follows from the definition of 4(E) that 
b = 0, i.e., d(E) 1 m. 
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1.9 Remarks. By (1.4)(a) d is integrally represented on E for all E c Iw”. 
Thus (1.8) implies that #(E) 1 d for all E c W. 
By (1.5) and (1.7) we see that the submodule of all integers which are 
represented on E consists exactly of all integral multiples of 4(E); in 
formulas we have 
{m ) m integrally represented on E) = (c . q5( E) 1 c E L >. 
1.10 PROPOSITION. Let E, F be two rational subspaces of Rd, Fc EC W’. 
Then b(E) divides 4(F). 
Proof: Since F c E, and E is orthogonal to U, so is F. Let v E ( EO + F) n 
Zd be a vector representing b(F) on F. Then u E (E, + E) n Zd, since Fc E. 
Thus d(F) is integrally represented on E. By (1.8) the conclusion 
follows. 1 
We shall denote by the symbol E, I E, the direct orthogonal sum of two 
subspaces E,, E2 c rWd, and we shall denote by Rd = E, I E, I E2 the 
orthogonal decomposition of lRd into the direct sum of three mutually 
orthogonal subspaces as in (1.1). Also we shall denote by Pi: [Wd + Ei the 
projections onto Ej and by P,,,: IWd -+ Ei I E, the projections onto Ei I E, 
in Rd, where i, Jo (0, 1, 2). Obviously P,,(u) = P,(v) + P,(U). 
1.11 THEOREM. Let [Wd = E, I E, I E,. Then d divides the product 
d(E, ).4(-%). 
Proof Let vi E (E, + E,) n Zd for i = 1,2 be vectors which integrally 
represent 4(Ei) on E,, i.e., we have (vi, u) = d(Ei) for i = 1,2. Then we 
have P,, ;( vi) = vi and therefore 
(U,? vr> = <PO,,(Vl), Po,2(vd) 
= <Pdu,)+ P,(V,)> P,(b) + P*(Q)) 
= (P,(U,)> Po(4) 
t 
(49 u> <V,? u> = (u,u)‘,-.u 
(u, u> > 
<VI, u>. <v,, u> (4 u> = 
(4 u>. (4 u> 
=&W,bW,) 
since d=(u,u). But (u,,v,)~Z, hence d(&E,).qS(E,). 1 
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1.12 Remark. We actually have d(E,) . +(I&) = d in the situation of 
Theorem (1.11) as was shown in [3]. Since we shall mostly use the weaker 
and more elementary version (1.11) in this paper, and since [3] is 
published, we do not give the proof of #(E,) .&E,) =d here, but only 
remark that the reader may find a short proof in [S]. 
Now we will study the behaviour of the numbers 4(E) with respect to 
tensor products. We shall assume that d’, d” are two positive integers, and 
that d = d’d”. Let R”‘, [Wdm be two euclidean spaces of dimension d’ and d”, 
respectively. We may identify IF”@ IRdm with Rd under the canonical inner 
product (x’, y’) (x”, y”) = (x’ 0 x”, 4” @ y”). Under this identification 
the all-one vectors u’ E Rd’, u” E Rd.’ satisfy u’ 0~4” = u E Rd. 
Let lR”‘= Ed I E,’ I E; and R”” = E[ I E;’ I E;’ be two orthogonal 
decompositions as above. Then we have a decomposition of Rd = Rd’ @ IWdfi 
by subspaces as follows: 
[Wd=EoIE;QE;‘lE;QE;‘IE;QE6’IE;QE;’IE; 
QE;‘l E;QE6’I E;QE;‘I E;QE;‘. (1.13) 
Let us define the following subspaces of Rd: 
V,=E;QE;‘+E;QEd’+E;QE;‘, 
V,=E;QE;‘+E;QEd’+E;QE;‘, 
V,=E;QE;‘+E;QE;‘, 
W,=E;QE;‘+E;QE;+E;QE;‘, 
W,=E;QE;‘+E;QE;+E;QE;‘, 
W,=E;QE;‘+E;QE;‘. 
With these notations we may rewrite (1.13) as 
[Wd=EoI V,I V,I V,=EOI W,I W,l W,. (1.14) 
1.15 LEMMA. With the above notations we have 
&VI) divides $(E;) .#(E;‘), qS( V,) divides #(E;) . q5( ET) 
and 
qS( W, ) divides d( E;) . &E;‘), #( W,) divides &E;) . &E;‘). 
Proof: We only prove d( V,) 1 b(E;). qS(E,“). Let m’ be represented on E; 
by v,’ E (E$ + E;) n Zd’, and likewise m” by or” E (El + E;‘) n Zd”. Under the 
identification (Ed + E;)Q (El + ET) = E, + V, we see that v;Qv;’ E 
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E,+ V,, and thus the integer (v,‘@v;‘, u’@u”) = (v,‘, u’) . (v;l, u”) = 
m’ . m” is integrally represented on V, . If we choose m’ = qi(E;), m” = q$(E;‘) 
then the assertion follows from (1.8). 1 
We may apply (1.11) to the above decomposition (1.14) to conclude 
1.16 LEMMA. d divides 4(Vl)~4(Vz+ V,), d(V, + V3).4(V2), d(W,). 
(W,+ @‘,L and&W,+ W,).d(W,). 
We are now in a position to prove the first nontrivial result. 
1.17 THEOREM. (i) 9(V1).d(Vz)=d, d(W,)~4(W,)=d. 
(ii) 6(V,)=ti(E;)~&E;'h d(f+',)=d(E,')~d(E;'), 
4 VJ =4(-G). 4(-G)> 4( WJ = d(G) .b(E,"). 
(iii) 1.c.m. (d( V,), d( V,)) divides d( V,) 
1.c.m. (& IV,), &IV,)) divides & W,). 
Proof ddivides cj(V,).q5(Vz+ V3) by (1.16): 
d(V,).4(V2+ V3) divides d(V,).d(V,) by (l.lO), 
d(Vl).qb(Vz) divides ~(E;).~(E~).~(E;).~(E~) by (1.15). 
&E;)-&E;).(J(E;).&E;‘)=d’d”=d by (1.12). 
This implies equality everywhere, in particular & VI) = c$( V,) = d and 
4(V1).&V2) =~(E;).~(E;‘).~(E;).~(E;‘). But by (1.15) this implies 
d( V,) = &E;). &E;‘) and &V,) =&E;). &E;‘). This proves (i) and (ii) for 
the spaces V,; the proof for the subspaces W, is the same. 
Also from the above we see that &VI + V3) = +( V,) and similarly 
d(V, + V3)=#(V1). By (1.10) we obtain &VI) divides I( V,), and d( V,) 
divides d( V3). This implies (iii). 
1.18 EXAMPLE. Let d = d’ . d” be any factorization of the positive 
integer d into the product of positive integers d’ and d”. Let Rd= Rd’@ Rd” 
as above, and let E’ be the orthogonal complement of U’ in Rd’, and let E” 
be the orthogonal complement of U” in Rd”. Then we have a 4-term decom- 
position 
Obviously qS(Ed) = d’, &Ed’) = d”, #(E’) = #(E”) = 1 from (1.4). From 
(1.17) with E;=E;‘=O we obtain W,=E’@E,J, W,=E;QE”, 
W, = E’@ E”, and &W,)=qS(E’).4(E{)=d”, $(W,)=qi(W,+ W,)= 
#(Ed). &E”) = d’. Incidentally in this example #( W,) = 1.c.m. (d’, d”). 
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In any case the decomposition lRd = E, + ( W, + W,) + W, = EO + W, + 
( W2 + W,) shows that any product d = d’ . d” can be realized as the product 
of totient numbers, but the subspaces involved are certainly not unique. 
1.19 EXAMPLE. Let E c Rd be a l-dimensional subspace. Then if E is 
rational there exists a unique integral vector u E E, u = (u,, . . . . ud) such that 
g.c.d.(u, ,..., uJ=l and u,>O. Here we may assume u,#O by a 
rearrangement of the set {u,, . . . . ud} if necessary, since u #O and 
u,+ .‘. + ud= 0. Indeed we may assume w.1.o.g. that vi > u2 3 . . . ud. Upon 
adding the positive integer -vd to each coordinate we obtain a vector 
(-u,).u+u~E,+E. Let g=g.c.d.{u,-u,, u2-ud ,..., udP,-ud} and 
assume that g > 0. Then the integer d/g is the totient number d(E) = d/g of 
E. Since x = (l/g)[( - ud) . u + u] is an integral vector in (E, + E) n Zd we 
certainly have (x, u ) = -( uJg)( u, u ) = -(uJg) . d is integrally represen- 
ted on E, As we have assumed the numbers { ui , . . . . ud} to be coprime, ud 
and g must be coprime. Since d = g. (d/g) is integrally represented on E as 
well, then by (1.6) so is g.c.d( - ud/g. d, d) = d/g. Indeed, d/g is the smallest 
positive integer represented on E. This can be seen as follows. If m is any 
positive integer represented on E, then there exists an integral vector 
WE(E~+ E)nZd with (w, u) =m. We can express w  uniquely as 
w  = (m/d). u + B. u for 6 = (x/y) E Q. It follows that fiuidz -m mod d and 
thus /lui - Bud E iZ. Thus we can express p = x/g for some x E Z, which in 
turn implies m . g = 0 mod d, and thus for m > 0 it follows m 2 d/g. 
In this section we have treated the topic from a very elementary view- 
point. By introducing integral lattices more sophisticated and sometimes 
much deeper statements can be made. As an introduction to this topic we 
suggest [4]. 
2. NET GRAPHS AND THEIR GENERALIZATIONS 
The first concept is not vital for the understanding of the paper. 
2.1 DEFINITION. Let X be a symmetric commutative association scheme 
of class s on a set X of d elements, in the sense of [l, ll]. We shall say that 
X is rational if the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrices A i of the relations 
Ri are rational. 3 is called a strongly regular graph if s = 2. 
Throughout this paper we shall assume that X is a rational association 
scheme. We believe that many of our colleagues agree that “most 
association schemes are rational” and certainly almost all of them agree 
that “the most fundamental examples of association schemes are rational.” 
Thus the restriction to rational X is not so very severe. However, we do 
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have to point out that large classes of nonrational association schemes 
exist, see, e.g., [ 1, 61. 
In any case for a rational association scheme we have a decomposition of 
the euclidean space lP= R[X] on the underlying set into rational 
eigenspaces of the Bose-Mesner algebra of X as follows: 
lRIX]=E,IEII . ..IE.. (2.2) 
E, contains the vector u E R[X], and if we insist on some connectedness 
assumptions, then we may have dim E, = 1, so that the notation of (1.1) 
agrees with Section 1. 
Now let Ic { 1, 2, . . . . s}, and let J be the complementary set of I in 
{ 1, 2, ..., s}. We define 
E,=@ E;,E,=@ E, (2.3) 
iel jeJ 
and we have a decomposition 
R[X]=E,I E,I E,. (2.4) 
Since the spaces E, are rational, we may define the totient numbers qS(E,) 
and 4(EJ) for any such partition Z, J of the set { 1,2, . . . . s}. Of course, if the 
number of classes s is large then we shall get very many, namely, 2”-’ pairs 
of totient numbers for X. The first-named author has analyzed several 
classes of association schemes in this respect and has found these numbers 
to be quite computable. However, here we only want to indicate the 
possibility of defining such numbers in a very general setting. 
We now continue with the main objective of this paper, namely, to define 
totient numbers for strongly regular graphs (see [7]). 
2.5 DEFINITION. A (simple) graph Y is said to be strongly regular if 
there exist integers k, 1, ,u satisfying the following conditions (Fig. 1): 
(i) each vertex of Y is adjacent to k other vertices, 
(ii) each adjacent pair of vertices has I between-vertices, 
(iii) each nonadjacent pair of vertices has p between-vertices. 
In order to avoid certain degenerate cases (in which dim E, > 1) we shall 
always assume p > 0. 
To be consistent we say that ‘9 has d vertices, and we shall denote the 
complementary graph on d vertices by 9*. Of course 9 is strongly regular 
iff 9* is strongly regular. 
Let A, B be the d x d(0, l)-adjacency matrices of the graphs Y, 9*, 
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FIGURE 1 
respectively, and let I be the dx d unit matrix, J the d x d all-one matrix. 
Then we have 
I+A+B=J, A*=kI+bA+pB (2.6.1) 
and from Eq. (2.6.1) we easily find that the eigenvalues of A are k, r, s, 
where r and s are determined by the equations 
r+s=i--p, r.s=p-k (2.6.2) 
and we may choose our notation in such a way that k > r > 0 > S. The mul- 
tiplicities of these eigenvalues are m(k) = 1, m(r) = f, m(s) = g, and f, g are 
given by the formulas 
-k(s+ l)(k-s) 
f= (k+rs)(r-s) ’ 
k(r + 1 )(k - r) 
g= (k+rs)(r-s)’ 
(2.6.3) 
The adjacency matrix B of Y* has eigenvalues d-k - 1, -r - 1, --s - 1 of 
multiplicities 1, f, g, respectively. 
For these and other facts on strongly regular graphs see [16]. 
In this paper we shall always assume that the eigenvalues r, s of $9 are 
rational numbers. This excludes some strongly regular graphs, but these are 
of a very special type (see [ 161). 
Now let R[G] be the euclidean space Rd where we have chosen some 
identification of the set of coordinates with the vertices of 9. In this way we 
may regard A, B as linear transformations on R[G] which have three com- 
mon eigenspaces of dimension 1, f, g, respectively, with 1 + f + g = d. We 
shall choose our notation in such a way that dim E, = 1, dim E, =f, 
dim E2 = g, and we thus have an orthogonal decomposition 
R[G]=E,IE,l.E, (2.7) 
into rational subspaces. 
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2.8 DEFINITION. The first or second totient number of 3, d,(G), is 
defined to be b(E,) or $(&), respectively. 
If we choose the numbering of the eigenspaces in such a way that E, has 
eigenvalue k, E, has eigenvalue r, E, has eigenvalue S, k > r > s, then this 
numbering for ‘S* gets reversed, since d- k - 1 > --s - 1 > --r - 1, and we 
trivially obtain d,(G) = &(G*), &(G) = b,(G*). 
Of course there are many examples of strongly regular graphs. Here we 
shall be most interested in net graphs (see [S, 91). 
2.9 DEFINITION. Let n, R be positive integers, R 3 2, n > 3. A (finite) net 
fl of order n, degree R is a set of objects called “points” and “lines” 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) % contains R (nonempty) classes of (disjoint = parallel) lines, 
(ii) two lines of 91 which belong to distinct classes intersect in a 
unique common point, 
(iii) each point of % belongs to exactly one line of each class, 
(iv) every class of lines of ‘% contains exactly n distinct lines, and 
every line contains exactly n distinct points. 
2.10 Remark. From the definition we may easily deduce that ‘% 
contains exactly n2 distinct points and Rn distinct lines. 
2.11 DEFINITION. The net graph M of a net CJZ of order n, degree R is a 
graph with the following properties: 
(i) J1/‘ has n2 vertices corresponding to the n2 points of Jf, 
(ii) two vertices of ,V are adjacent iff the corresponding points lie on 
the same line. 
2.12 PROPOSITION. The net graph N of a net !Jl of order n, degree R is a 
strongly regular graph with k = R( n - 1 ), A= n + R( R - 3 ), p = R( R - 1). 
Proof: This follows from [7]. 1 
2.13 PROPOSITION. The eigenvalues and multiplicities of the net graph ~1/ 
of order n, degree R are given by r = n - R, s = -R, and f = R(n - l), 
g = (n - 1 )(n - R + 1). 
Proof: This follows easily from (2.12) and (2.6.2), (2.6.3). 1 
2.14 EXAMPLES. A net of order n, degree R = 2 is essentially unique. 
Nets of degree R > 2 can be constructed from Latin squares. For a single 
Latin square with entries { 1, 2, . . . . n) we may define a net of n2 points, and 
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3n lines by saying that two cells (x,, v,) and (x,, y2) are on the same line 
if either x, =x2, or y, = y,, or if the entries in position (xi, vi) and 
(.x2, yz) agree. Similarly we may use a set of Q mutually orthogonal Latin 
squares to construct a net of degree R = Q + 2. 
2.15 EXAMPLES. Let G be a finite group of order n, and consider the 
group table of G. This is obviously a Latin square with entries (g 1 g E G}. 
We shall denote the resulting net by L,(G), which is of degree R = 3. For 
G = Z/n we obtain the cyclic Latin square. 
A net graph of degree 3 sometimes will just be called a Latin square 
graph. 
2.16 DEFINITION (see [12, p. 4461). A Latin square L is based on a set 
S of n symbols, assume n = m f q and assume that S is partitioned into 
m q-sets S, , Sz, . . . . S,. L is said to be of q-step type if it can be represented 
by a cyclic array of q x q Latin squares AP) on the set of symbols Sk, 
1 < kdm, such that 
2.17 EXAMPLES of q-step-type Latin squares. (a) For q = 1 a Latin 
square L of l-step type has S, = (i} for 1 < i< n, the AP) = k as a 1 x l- 
square and L is nothing but L,(Z/n), the cyclic Latin square. 
(b) Any group table L3(G) of a finite group G which has normal sub- 
group H u G such that the quotient group is a cyclic group of order m say, 
i.e., G/H g Z/m. Obviously q = 1 HI and A’,:) = L,(H). 
We conclude this section with the computation of the totient numbers of 
the triangular graphs T(n) of 17, p. 4041. 
2.18 EXAMPLE. In the case % = T(n) we find the following values for 
this strongly regular graph : d= n(n - 1)/2, k = 2(n - 2), A= n - 2, p = 4, 
y=n-4, s= -2, f =n- 1, g=n.(n-3)/2. Now let Y be the subset of 
vertices of T(n) that corresponds to any one line of the representation of 
T(n) as a symmetric square, as in [7], or the subset that consists of all 
pairs of numbers containing a fixed number, in the representation of T(n) 
as all a-element subsets of { 1, 2, . . . . n}. Regarding the corresponding 
characteristic vectors c(Y) E lR[X], it follows from the results of the next 
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section that c( Y)E E, + E,. Alternatively, we may check directly that 
(using the notation of (1.11)) P2(c( Y)) = &, y P*(y) = 0. From 
c(Y) E E. + E, we conclude that 1 YI = n - 1 is integrally represented on E, , 
and thus by (1.4a), (1.6) also g.c.d.(n- 1, d) =g.c.d(n- 1, n(n- 1)/2) is 
integrally represented on E,. Thus we obtain that 
&E,) divides n - 1 if n is even, 
d(E,) divides (n - 1)/2 if n is odd. 
(2.18.1) 
On the other hand, for an arbitrary x E X, Pz(x) has up to a factor of d the 
following coordinate values at y E X: 
(n-2)(n-3)/2 at y = x, 
-(n - 3)/2 at y with (x, y) E R,, (2.18.2) 
+l at y with (x, y)~ R, 
where (x, y)~ R, iff x and y are adjacent in T(n). We see that for n ~0 
mod 2, 2d. P*(x) is an integral vector while for n = 1 mod 2, d. P2(x) is an 
integral vector. 
First we deal with the case n ~0 mod 2. Here the vector 2&‘,(x) + 
(n - 3). u is integral and has the following coordinates: 
(n-2)(n-3) at y = x, 
0 at y with (x, y)eR,, 
(n- 1) at y with (x, y)~ R, 
From this computation it follows that the vector 
u =A [2@,(x) + (n - 3) u] E (E, + E2) n Zd 
is integral and thus the integer 
1 (n- 1)n n.(n-3) 
(uyU)=(n-11).(n-33) 2 = 2 
is integrally represented on E,. By (1.6) we conclude that 
g.c.d. 
n(n-1) n(n-3) n 
2, - =- 
2 > 2 
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is integrally represented on E,, and therefore &E,) 1 (n/2). Combining this 
with (2.18.1) and (1.11) we get 
n(n - 1) 
~ I4(E,).&&)I y) 2 
and thus &E,) = n - 1, & Ez) = n/2 for n = 0 mod 2. 
Now we deal with the case n = 1 mod 2. Then the vector d. P*(x) + 
(n - 3)/2 . u is an integral vector whose components at y E X are given by 
(n - l)(n - 3)/2 at y = x, 
0 at y with (x, y) E R,, 
(n - 1 J/2 at y with (x, y)~ R,. 
This follows as above from (2.18.2). From this computation it follows that 
the vector 
is integral and thus the integer 
2 n-3 n(n-1) n(n-3) (u,u)=-.-.p=- 
n-l 2 2 2 
is integrally represented on E,. By (1.6) we conclude that g.c.d.(n(n - 1)/2, 
n(n - 3)/2) = n is also represented on E,. This implies q5(E2) 1 n. Combining 
this with (2.18.1) and (1.11) we obtain 
n(n - 1) ~ Id@,) - &%)I v 2 
and thus qb(E,) = (n - 1)/2, &E,) = n for n s 1 mod 2. 
3. REGULAR SETS 
The concept of regular sets originated (in the more general context of 
association schemes) in [ 111. Their study in the case of strongly regular 
graphs was begun in [15]. By using the concept of totient numbers as a 
tool we persist in the study of regular sets in strongly regular graphs. 
3.1 DEFINITION. A nonempty subset Y, of vertices of a strongly regular 
graph X is called a regular set if the following conditions hold: 
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(i) every vertex in Y, is connected to d, vertices in Y,, i.e., Y, is an 
induced regular subgraph of X, 
(ii) every vertex in J?, Y, is connected to e, vertices in Y, . 
Here d,, p1 are nonnegative integers. Y, is called a positive regular set if 
d, - e, 3 0 and a negatiue regular set if d, - e, < 0. Y, is called a regular 
clique if d, = / Y, 1 - 1 and a regular coclique if d, = 0 (Fig. 2). 
3.2 Remarks. Let Y, be a regular set in a strongly regular graph X 
with parameters d,, e,. Then Y, = X\Y, is also a regular set with 
parameters d, = k - e, and ez = k - d,, where k is the degree of 55. If Y, is a 
positive regular set, then so is Y ?; and the same for negative regular sets. 
Indeed d2 - e, = d, -e,. A regular clique is a positive regular set (if we 
exclude the trivial case of the complete graph %) and a regular coclique is a 
negative regular set (if we exclude the trivial case of the void graph 3). 
3.3 EXAMPLE. Let !II be a net of order n, degree R. Any line of this net 
is a regular clique with parameters d, = n - 1, e, = R - 1. If R <n, i.e., if the 
associated net graph is not the complete graph, then any line is a positive 
regular set. 
3.4 EXAMPLE. Let ‘$I be a net of order n, degree R and let N be the 
associated net graph. Any coclique in N has <<n vertices. Any coclique T 
of size n is a regular coclique with d, = 0, e, = R. Such a regular coclique T 
in a net is called a transversal. It can be characterized by the property 
1 T n LI = 1 for each line L of .N. 
3.5 EXAMPLE. Let L,(Z/4) be the Latin square graph of the group table 
of the cyclic group of order 4, as in Fig. 3. The elements in position (0, 0), 
(2,0), (0, 2), (2, 2) form a regular clique of size 4 with parameters d, = 3, 
e, = 2. This regular clique is not a line of the corresponding net. 
First we recall some elementary properties of regular sets. Those proofs 
x: y 
1 X/Y, 
1 
4: 2 1 2 i. : 
dl 
Y 
FIGURE 2 
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which are given in [ 151 are only sketched briefly. For Y c A’ let c( Y) be the 
vector in lR[X] that corresponds to the characteristic function of Y. 
3.6 PROPOSITION. Let Y, be a regular set in the strongly regular graph X 
with parameters dI, e,. Then d, -e, is an eigenvalue of the (0, l)-adjacency 
matrix of X. 
Proof: v = (k-d,) c( Y,) - eic( Yz) is an eigenvector with eigenvalue 
d, - e, , see [ 15, Proposition 11. 
We note that (3.6) is true even if X is a regular graph. In case X is 
strongly regular and not a trivial case, we have d, -e, E {r, s}. If Y, is a 
positive regular set, then d, -e, = r B 0, otherwise d, -e, = s < 0. In any 
case, if a regular set Y, in X exists, then X must be rational. 
3.7 PROPOSITION. (i) Zf Y, c X is a positive regular set, then c( Y,) E 
E, I E,. 
(ii) If Y, c X is a negative regular set, then c( Y,) E E, I E2. 
ProoJ Let u= (k-d,) c( Y,)-e,c( Y,). Then for (i) VE El and for 
(ii) v E E, by the proof of (3.6). Therefore u + ei u = (k-d, + e,) c( Y,) E 
E,+E,for iE{1,2}. fi 
3.8 PROPOSITION. Let Y, be a positive regular set, and Y, be a negative 
regular set in a strongly regular graph X. Then Y, n Y2 # 0. 
Proof: We calculate 
I&n Y,I = (c(Yl), c(W) 
= (pclc(y,)+plc(y,), P,c(Y,)+P*c(Y*)) 
= (PdY,), P,4Y,)) 
= 
( 
(4Yl)T u> .u 
(u9 u> 
(c(Y2), u> .u 
’ (u,u) > 
1 
=ImY,I~(u,u)#o. I 
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3.9 PROPOSITION. If Y, and Y, are two regular sets in a strongly regular 
graph X such that Y, n Y, = 0, then the union Y, u Y, is again a regular 
set in X. 
Proof Since Y, n Y,= 0, then by (3.8) Y, and Y2 are either both 
positive or both negative. If Yj has the parameters d;, ei, then from (3.6) it 
follows that d, - e, = d, -e,, or equivalently that d, + e, = d, + e,. 
For any vertex y, E Y,, yi is connected to d, vertices in Y,, and to e2 
vertices in Y,. Similarly for any vertex y, E Y,, y, is connected to d, 
vertices in Y,, and to e, vertices in Y,. Hence any point y E Y, u Yz is 
connected to d, + e, = d2 + e, vertices in Y, u Y,, i.e., Y, u Y, is an 
induced regular subgraph. 
Next consider any vertex x E X, x $ Y, u Y,. Then x is connected to e, 
vertices in Y, and to e, vertices in Y,, and thus to e, + e2 vertices in 
Y, u Y2. This proves that Y, u Y, is a regular set. [ 
Obviously in this proof since (d, + ez) - (e, + e,) = d, -e, = d, - e, = 
(d, + e,) - (e, + e,), Y, u Yz, Y,, Y, are all either positive or negative. 
3.10 PROPOSITION. Let Y, be a regular set in a strongly regular graph X. 
The number of vertices of a regular set Y, is given by 
(i) ] Y,I = de,/(k - r) if Y1 is a positive regular set, 
(ii) 1 Y,I = de,/(k-s) if Y, is a negative regular set. 
Here d = 1 XI, and every x E X has degree k. 
Proof (see [lS]). Let Y2 = X\Y,. We count in two ways the number of 
edges. (x, y} with XE Y,, YE Y2 and get IY,l(k-d,)=(v-lYYll)el, 
whence 
de, 
tYII=k-(d,-e,)= 
de ,l(k - r) if d,-e,=r, 
de,/& -s) if d,-e,=s. fl 
3.11 Remark. In order for a regular set Y, c X to exist, from (3.10) we 
must have (k-r) divides de, or (k-s) divides de,. Since d, k, r, s are 
given, this gives a necessary condition on e,. 
The following straightforward result is the key to the nonexistence results 
in Section 6. 
3.12 THEOREM. ZfY ., is a regular set in a strongly regular graph X, then 
(i) &E,) divides 1 Y,I if Y, is a positive regular set, 
(ii) #(E,) divides 1 Y,I if Y, is a negative regular set. 
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Proof: By (3.7) c( Y~)E&,+ Ei, and thus the integer (Y,I is integrally 
represented on the space Ei, i = 1 or i = 2. The result follows by (1.8). 1 
3.13 EXAMPLE. Let X= T(n) and identify the vertices of X with the 
2-element subsets of { 1, 2, . . . . n}. Let Y,= {{l,i}/2<i,<n}. Then Y, is a 
positive regular set of size 1 Y,( = n - 1. By (3.12) it follows that 
#(El)1 (n - 1). If n is odd, then we can say more. Let Y, be the set com- 
plement of Y, in X, so that I Y,I = (n - l)(n - 2)/2. By (3.12) and 
(1.6) 
On the other hand, for n even let Z, = { { 1, 2), {3,4}, . . . . {n - 1, n}}. 
Then Z, is a negative regular set, IZ, I = n/2, and b(E,) I (n/2). For n odd let 
Z,={{L2}, {2,3),..., {n - 1, n}, { 1, n}}. Then Z, is a negative regular 
set and I Z,I = n, i.e., &E,) 1 n. 
Combining these results with (1.11) we may rederive the totient numbers 
of T(n) in this way. 
We also observe that in this case the conditions in (3.10) and in (3.12) 
on the size of Y, are essentially almost equivalent. Namely, from (3.10) we 
have in case (i) IYil =((n- 1)/2).e,, and incase (ii) lYll =(n/4)e,, which 
agrees with the above except in case n = 4m, where from (3.10) we get 
I Y, I = 0 mod m, but from (3.12) we get I Y, I = 0 mod 2m. 
3.14 EXAMPLES. (a) Let G be any group of odd order, or more 
generally any finite soluble group whose Sylow 2-subgroups are noncyclic. 
Then L,(G) contains a transversal, i.e., a regular coclique of size IGI (see 
Cl% 121). 
(b) Let G be any group with a subgroup H of index 2. Then 
L3( H) c L,(G) is a positive regular set of size I HI’. More generally such a 
regular set exists for any Latin square of order 2q which is of q-step type. 
4. BRUCK’S NUMERICAL INVARIANTS FOR PARTIAL GEOMETRIES 
We now turn to the paper [8], but we shall review it in the language of 
partial geometries introduced later by Bose in [7], and by Bruck in [9]. 
4.1 DEFINITION. A partial geometry of (R, K, e) is a system of points 
and lines satisfying the following axioms: 
(1) Any two points are incident with at most one line. 
(2) Each point is incident with R lines. 
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(3) Each line is incident with K points. 
(4) If the point x is not incident with the line L, there pass through x 
exactly e lines (e 2 1) intersecting L. 
4.2 Remarks. (a) The dual of a partial geometry (R, K, e) obtained by 
interchanging points and lines is again a partial geometry (K, R, e). 
(b) It was shown in [7] that the graph on the point set X obtained 
by joining two points x, y E X by an edge iff they are on a common line is a 
strongly regular graph with the following parameters: 
d= 1x1 =K[(R- l)(K- l)+e]/e, 
k=R(K-1), l=d-RK+R-1, 
n=(e-l)(R-l)+K-2, 
p=Re, 
y=K-e-l, 
s= -R. 
The total number of lines is given as 
b= R[(R- l)(K- l)+e]/e. 
Each line L in this graph is a regular clique with 
d, = K- 1, e, =e. 
4.3 EXAMPLES. (a) The nets of (2.9) are partial geometries (R, K, e) 
with K= n, e = R - 1. The corresponding strongly regular graphs are the 
net graphs of (2.11). 
(b) IfwetakeX=T(n)={{i,j}~l<i<jdn}asasetofpoints,and 
L,={{i,k}Ildi~n,i#k}fork=1,2,...,nasasetoflines,weobtaina 
partial geometry (2, n - 1, 2) whose associated strongly regular graph is the 
triangular graph T(n). 
(c) Any 2-design on a set S of u elements of index 2 = 1 is a partial 
geometry (R’, K’, K’). The dual partial geometry (K’, R’, K’) is called SLB- 
geometry in [7], and the associated graphs are called Steiner graphs in 
[ 141. Of course it is convenient to introduce R = K’, K = R’ and to talk of 
the partial geometry (R, K, R) with e = R as the SLB-geometry. 
Now we are in a position to review Bruck’s basic and important 
construction. 
4.4 DEFINITIONS. Let 6 be a partial geometry (R, K, e). We shall regard 
?82a:49:1-I I 
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rW[X] as a vector space on the point set X, and we shall identify 
rW[X] - UP, and Zdc IWdz rW[X]. We shall say that the integer rnE Z is 
integrally represented on (si if there exists an integral vector v E Zd that sums 
up to m over every line of 8, i.e., C,r, L o, = m for each line L of (5. The 
smallest positive integer that can be integrally represented on 0 shall be 
called Bruck’s numerical invariant of 0: and shall be denoted by +(G). 
4.5 PROPOSITION. (a) The integer K is integrally represented on (5. 
(b) The integer e is integrally represented on 8. 
(c) I//(G) divides g.c.d.(K, e). 
Proof This is similar to [S, Theorem 11. 
(a) Define U, = 1 for x E X Then C,, L u,~ = K for every line of (5. 
(b) Define v, = e - K + 1, vy = 1 for all y adjacent to x, and v, = 0 for 
all z not adjacent to x. By elementary properties of Q in (4.1) we get 
c p E L up = e for every line L of 8. 
(c) This is similar to (1.5) and (1.6). 1 
4.6 Remark. In case the partial geometry is a net YI the number $(N) 
has been considered in [8]. The general idea of applying this construction 
to specific latin squares can be traced to Euler [ 131. 
4.1 LEMMA. Let 8 be a partial geometry and let X be the set of vertices 
of the associated strongly regular graph. The space E, + E, in the orthogonal 
decomposition [Wd = rW[X] = E, I E, I E, is spanned (over [w) by the 
characteristic vectors of the fines of 6, c(L) E R[X]. 
Proof We shall show that the vectors P,,,(x) can be expressed as a 
certain multiple of a combination of c(L)%. First we observe that at every 
ye X the component of PO(x) is l/d. Next we see that the components of 
PI(x) at yE X are given as follows: 
fld at y =x, 
(f/d).(K-e- l)/R(K- 1) at y adjacent to x, 
(f/d).(-e)l(R-l)(K-l) at y not adjacent to x. 
Thus up to a factor of f/d. l/R( R - 1 )( K - 1) the components of the vector 
PI(x) are given by 
R(R- l)(K- 1) at y = x, 
(R- l)(K-e- 1) at y adjacent to x, 
-eR at y nonadjacent to x. 
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To the vector with these components we may add (eR) . u to obtain a 
vector with components 
R[(R- l)(K- l)+e] at y = x, 
[(R- l)(K- l)+e] at y adjacent to x, 
0 at y nonadjacent to x. 
But on the other hand, the vector w  = C,, L c(L) is in E, + E, since L is a 
regular clique, and indeed w  has components wl. given by 
R at y=x, 
1 at y adjacent to x, 
0 at y nonadjacent to x. 
This shows that PI(x) is a combination of c(L)‘s, and so is PO(x), proving 
that c(L) generate E, + E,. 
We now come to the main theoretical result of this paper. 
4.8 THEOREM. Let 6 be a partial geometry with associated strongly 
regular graph 9, and let E, be the eigenspace of the eigenvalue s = -R. Then 
we have the following relation between Bruck’s numerical invariant $(G) of 
(4.4) and the totient number 4(E2) of (1.7): 
where d = number of points of 6 and K = number of points in a line of 6. 
Proof: Let v E (E, + E2) n Hd be any integral vector in E, + E,. By (4.7) 
(0, c(L)) = <PO.,(V), Po.,(c(L))) = 
( 
-Q$z+) =$. (tJ, u>. 
On taking the minimum over all v we find II/(G) divides (K/d). qS(E2). On 
the other hand, let v be any integral vector such that (v, c(L)) is a con- 
stant, m say independent of the lines L of (fi. Then (v - (m/K) u, c(L)) = 0, 
and by (4.7) we may conclude that v - (m/K) UE E,. This implies 
v E E, + E,, and then (v, u) = (u, (m/K) u) = (m/K). d, and by taking the 
minimum we find that &E2) divides (d/K) . $(G). 1 
4.9 EXAMPLE. Let ‘3 be a net, and 8 = ‘3 be the associated net graph, 
then we have d= n2, K= n, and (4.8) becomes q5(E2) = n. $(G). In this case 
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it was shown in [8] that q?(G) divides R- 1, and thus #(EJ divides 
(R - 1) . n. In particular for a Latin square graph, i.e., the case R = 3, we 
either have d(&)=n, or c$(&) =2n. We shall show in Section 6 that both 
cases can occur. 
4.10 Remark. By using (1.12) we see that &E,) is known iff @(E,) is 
known. Thus purely formally speaking in case of partial geometries we 
have not gained anything. But we shall see in the applications by applying 
Theorem (3.12) even in the case of nets the approach by using b(E,) and 
#(E,) is better than the approach using tj(G) alone. This may be explained 
in that (1.12) contains additional information not inherent in $(G) alone. 
5. PRODUCTS 
5.1 DEFINITION. Let YI’, (n” be two nets of common degree R, and of 
orders n’ and n”, respectively. For a lixed i, 1 < i< R, let L;j, L:.lk, 
1 < j< n’, 1 < k < n”, be the lines in the ith parallel class of ‘9, a”, respec- 
tively. A product ‘!R = 3’ x a” of the two nets %‘, (n” is a net of degree R, 
order n = n’ . n” whose points are given by the Cartesian product N’ x N”, 
and whose lines are L,, = Li,j x LFk, I = 1, . . . . n, for fixed i, 1 < i < R. 
5.2 Remark. It is clear that we may identify the spaces R[N] and 
R[N’] @ R[N”] in such a way that the vectors c(Li,,) and c(L~,,)@c(L~,) 
correspond to each other. 
In [8, Section 31 Bruck has given a thorough treatment of products. By 
(4.8) his results also apply to our totient numbers &(&), b(E;), #(E;). 
However, Bruck’s proofs are quite complicated. Here we give the following 
elementary fact on products. 
5.3 PROPOSITION. Let ‘8 = Yl’ x ‘W’ as in (5.1). Then we have 
(i) &E;) $(E;) divides &El), 
(ii) #(E2) divides 4(E;) .IP(E;‘). 
Proof: By (5.2) and (4.7) the space E0 + E, c R[N] is contained in the 
space (Eb+ E’,)@(E,” + E;). Now (i) follows from (1.17) and (ii) follows 
from (i) by (1.12). 1 
We note that another application of (1.17) is to the calculation of the 
totient numbers of the cyclic group rings (see [S]), or more generally to 
products of groups, e.g., finite abelian groups. 
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6. REGULAR SETS IN LATIN SQUARE GRAPHS 
We first give some constructions for positive regular sets in Latin square 
graphs of q-step type, and then we discuss nonexistence results. 
6.1 THEOREM. The graph of a Latin square L of q-step type and of order 
n = mq contains a positive regular set Y, of size 1 Y, I = m(m - 1)/2. q2 with 
the parameters d, = (2m - 1) q - 3, e, = (m - 1) q. 
ProoJ We arrange the Latin square as in (2.16) and exhibit the regular 
set Y, as follows: The vertices of Y, consist of all cells of the q x q sub- 
squares Ah!’ with i + j < m. Since there are exactly (7) pairs of integers 
{(i,j)I 1 <i, j<m, i+j<m} it is clear that lY,l =m(m-1)/2.q2. 
Now let v be any vertex in Y,, and assume it is in the subsquare A$‘) for 
some fixed i, j, k with i + j < m. Obviously in the graph corresponding to L, 
u is adjacent to exactly (m - 1 -i) q vertices along the horizontal, 
(m - 1 - j) q vertices along the vertical, and (i + j- 2) q vertices along the 
(generalized) diagonal, which are in Y, but outside the square A:‘. 
Moreover, inside the square API u is adjacent to 3(q - 1) vertices, which 
are all in Y, This proves that all in all v E Y, is adjacent to (m - 1 - i) q + 
(m-1-j)q+(i+j-2)q+3(q-1)=(2m-1)q-3 vertices in Yr, 
independent of the choice of u E Y,. 
Next let w  be any vertex of L that is not in Y,; then w  is in some sub- 
square A:’ with i + j > m. Such a vertex w  is adjacent to (m - i) q vertices 
of Y, along the horizontal, (m -j) q vertices of Y, along the vertical, and 
(i + j - m - 1) q vertices along the (generalized) diagonal. This proves that 
allinallwisadjacentto(m-i)q+(m-j)q+(i+j-m-1)q=(m-1)q 
vertices of Y independent of the choice of w, for any w  4 Y,. 
Hence we have shown that Y, is a regular set, with d,, e, as stated. 1 
6.2 EXAMPLE. A cyclic Latin square of order n is of l-step type and 
thus contains a regular set of size Y, = n(n - 1)/2. The example n = 8 is 
indicated in Fig. 4. Here we have d, = 2n - 4, e, = n - 1. 
6.3 EXAMPLE. A Latin square L of order 2q which has a subsquare Y, 
of order q contains Y, as a regular set of size I Y, 1 = q2 with d, = 3q - 3, 
e, = q. This follows since L is of q-step type. 
6.4 COROLLARY. Any Latin square L of q-step type contains positive 
regular sets Yic L of sizes I Y,I = (n2/2) - i(n/2) for i= q, q- 2, . . . . 
-q+2, -4. 
Proof Let Y, be the disjoint union of the positive regular set Y of (6.1) 
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and k parallel lines that do not intersect Y, where i = q - 2k, 0 < k < q. By 
(3.9) Yi are regular sets. 1 
In order to calculate the totient numbers in this situation, we first state a 
general fact for net graphs. 
6.5 PROPOSITION. Let % be a net and JV be the associated net graph, of 
order n, degree R. Then #(E2) divides n(R - 1). 
Proof (see [8, Theorem 1, (iii)]). The following vector w  = CrsN w,e, 
defined by 
w, = R - n, 
w,,=l for y adjacent to x, 
w,=o for y not adjacent to x 
is in E,+ E, (compare the proof of (4.8)). But (w, u) =n(R- 1). 1 
In particular in the case of the Latin square graphs this limits the 
possible numbers d(E,) quite severely. 
6.6 PROPOSITION. In a Latin square graph, i.e., a net graph with R = 3 we 
have either 4(E,) = #(E2) = n, or d(E,) = n/2, d(E2) = 2n. In particular lfn is 
odd, then I( E, ) = d( E,) = n. 
Proof: Since every line is a positive regular set of size n, we obtain 
&El) divides n by (3.12)(i). Also we have &E,) divides 2n by (6.5). Then 
(6.6) follows from (1.1 l), which says n2 divides &E,) . &E2). 1 
6.7 PROPOSITION. Let L be a Latin square graph of q-step type, order 
n = m . q with m = O(2), q = l(2). Then 4(E,) = n/2, &E2) = 2n. 
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Proof. By (6.6) it is enough to show that &E,) divides n/2. 
Since c(L) E E, + E, for every line L, we have b(E,) divides 1 LI = mq. But 
by (6.1) since Y, is a positive regular set we may use (3.12) to conclude 
that +5(E,) divides 1 Y, 1 = m(m - 1)/2 .q*. 
Since m = O(2), q = l(2) we see that qm - q- 1s O(2) and thus 
q m[ (qm - q - 1)/2] is an integer multiple of qm. Since qm is integrally 
represented on E,, so we find that 
m(m- 1) 
2 
.q2pqm[qmm~--l]=~ 
is also integrally represented on E,. By (1.8) &E,) divides qm/2 = n/2. 1 
Alternatively we could have quoted [8, Corollary 2 to Theorem 71 and 
(4.8), (1.12) to obtain (6.7). The following consequences are generalizations 
of well-known nonexistence results about transversals, see [ 12, Sec- 
tion 12.31. 
6.8 COROLLARY. Let L be a Latin square graph of q-step type, and of 
order n = mq with m = O(2), q = I(2). Then the order of any negative regular 
set must be a multiple of 2n. In particular a transversal does not exist. 
Proof (6.7), (3.12). 
6.9 COROLLARY (Euler). A cyclic Latin square of even order does not 
have a transversal. 
We now turn to the construction of negative regular sets. 
6.10 THEOREM. The graph of a Latin square L of q-step type, order 
n = mq contains a negative regular set Y, of size 1 Y,I = 2mq* with 
d, = 6q - 3, e, = 6q. 
Proof: Assume that L is arranged as in (2.16). Let Y, consist of all cells 
in AW and A!:.)+ 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . . m (here m + 1= 1). Then we easily see that 
Y, &nsists of I Y, I = 2mq* vertices. 
For any vertex u E Y,, v is adjacent to (2q - 1) vertices of Y, along the 
horizontal, to (2q - 1) vertices of Y, along the vertical, and to (2q - 1) 
vertices along the (generalized) diagonal. This shows that u E Y, is adjacent 
to 6q - 3 vertices of Y, all in all independent of the choice of v E Y,. 
Next for any vertex w  E L, w 4 Y, we find that w  is adjacent to 2q vertices 
of Y, along the horizontal, 2q vertices of Y, along the vertical, and 2q 
vertices along the (generalized) diagonal, proving that w  is adjacent to 6q 
vertices of Y, all in all, independent of the choice of w, w  4 Y,. 
This proves that Y, is a regular set with the parameters as stated. [ 
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6.11 EXAMPLE. A cyclic Latin square of order n has a regular set of size 
1 Y,I = 2n with parameters d, = 3, e, = 6. We may call such a set a double- 
transversal. In Fig. 5 we have exhibited a double-transversal for the cyclic 
square of order n = 8. 
6.12 EXAMPLE. Every 6 x 6 Latin square L has an associated Latin 
square graph which contains a regular set Y, with I Y, I = 12, d, = 3, e, = 6. 
To prove this we distinguish two cases. First assume that L has 2 x 2 
subsquare L, c L. Then let L, c L be the corresponding Latin square 
graphs. Let Y, = L, u { y E L 1 y not adjacent to any point in L, }. Then it is 
easy to see that 1 Y,I = 12, and that Y, is a regular set with d, = 3, e, = 6. 
Now according to the classification of [2] there exists only one Latin 
square (up to equivalence as explained in [2]) that is of order 6 and does 
not contain a subsquare L, of order 2. In this square we exhibit in Fig. 6 a 
regular set of size 12 with d, = 3, e, = 6. 
Finally we state some corollaries on the nonexistence of positive regular 
sets. 
6.13 COROLLARY. Zf Y, is a positive regular set in a Latin square graph 
of a Latin square of order n, then the size of Y, , 1 Y, 1 is divisible by n if n is 
odd, and 1 Y,I is divisible by n/2 ly n is even. 
1. 2. 3 4 5 6 
2 3 1 5. 6 4. 
3. 1 2 6. 4 5 
4 6 5. 2 1. 3 
5 4. 6. 3 2 1 
6 5 4 1 3. 2. 
FIGURE 6 
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6.14 COROLLARY. Let L be a Latin square, and L be the associated 
Latin square graph. If&E, ) = n, then the size of any positive regular set Y, , 
1 Y, 1 is divisible by n. In particular if L has a transversal, then the size j Y, 1 is 
divisible by n. 
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